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President’s Message
In the August 2005
newsletter, Jack Green gave
this quote by Malcolm
Forbes. ”There is never
enough time – unless you’re
serving it.”
As recently as last week,
someone made this
comment, “I don’t know
how you find time to be on
Chapter President
the ALA Board.” At one
Laura Carpenter
time, I remember having
that same thought. Yet, here
I am in my fourth year on the Board and serving
as President of the Columbus Chapter. Thank you
for the opportunity.
Chapter President
Laura Carpenter

Not only is it an honor to be voted in as your
President, I am proud of our current Board
members and appreciate that you have given the
nod for another year of their dedication. The
Board has accomplished much in our work
together over the last few years. It is our desire to
continue to lead this Chapter. Your continued
support and feedback are much appreciated.
As Karen Scurlock becomes our Immediate Past
President, it is my honor to acknowledge her
work, time, and dedication to our Chapter. Karen,
thank you for all that you have done and will
continue to do to contribute to the Board and the
Columbus Chapter.
We have the distinctive honor of having many
Past Presidents who remain active in our Chapter
to this day. Thank you to each of you who remain
active and participate in the Past Presidents’
Council. Because of your continued support, we
can offer to you a Half-Day Educational Seminar,
Project Management: What, Why and How? by

Professor Nicholas G. Hall, Fisher College of
Business, on April 23, 2009. You may RSVP to
Paul Boyd at pboyd@cwslaw.com. Please see the
insert in this Newsletter for more information.
ALA’s 38th Annual Educational Conference and
Exposition is May 18–21, 2009 in New Orleans,
Louisiana. There is still time to sign up to attend.
You will find the link on the Columbus Chapter
website: www. http://www.alacolumbus.org.

Lastly, I’ve spoken of the many who continue to
contribute to our Chapter. The success of our
Chapter is due in large part to you and your
continued contribution and support. Is it your
time to serve? Is it time to volunteer for a
Committee and lend your expertise? Let this be
your year to volunteer, lend a hand with the
Community Challenge, cook dinner at the YWCA,
or simply come to monthly meetings to gain
knowledge and renew friendships.
Again, thank you for the opportunity.

Laura
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15—Wednesday—12:00 PM
Monthly Chapter Meeting
Columbus Renaissance
“Digital Dictation”
Beth Thompson, Big Hand, Speaker
RSVP to Jennifer Johnson at
jjohnson@cwslaw.com
22—Wednesday—12:00 PM
Legal Career Meeting
Columbus Bar Association
RSVP to Kathy Rosenberry at
krosenberry@ssd.com
22—Wednesday—2:00 PM
ALA Webinar
Mastering Time
Margaret Spencer Dixon, Speaker
23—Thursday—1:00 PM
Columbus Chapter Half-Day
Seminar
“Project Management: What,
Why and How?”
Professor Nicholas G. Hall,
Fisher College of Business, The
Ohio State University, Speaker
RSVP to Paul Boyd at
pboyd@cwslaw.com
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7—Thursday—12:00 PM
Small Firm Meeting
Loveland & Brosius (Brown bag)
RSVP to Janie Jude-Askew at
jjude-askew@lblaw.net
18-21
ALA Annual Educational
Conference & Exposition
New Orleans, LA
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17—Wednesday—12:00 PM
Monthly Chapter Meeting
Columbus Renaissance
Speaker and Topic to be
Announced
RSVP to Jennifer Johnson at
jjohnson@cwslaw.com
17—Wednesday—2:00 PM
ALA Webinar
Strategies for Digging Out of the
E-Mail Bog
Rita Alli and Honora Wade,
Speakers

27—Wednesday—12:00 PM
Monthly Chapter Meeting
Columbus Renaissance
Annual Conference Recaps
Conference Attendees, Facilitators 26-28
RSVP to Jennifer Johnson at
ALA Chapter Leadership
jjohnson@cwslaw.com
Institute
Carefree Resorts & Villas,
Carefree, AZ
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Revisiting the
Year-end
Evaluations
By Doreen Marino
Manager of Human Resources
McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney
& Carpenter
Morristown, NJ

f your evaluation process has become a monotonous necessity to justify
salary increases, you are not alone. The evaluation process has matured
and, in many ways, evolved to a systematic procedure to support
increases in compensation. For the most part, the process has developed
into the time of year when poor performers receive discipline and good
employees have been told that they are good employees (and we have
nothing else to tell them except that they should continue to be good
employees). Unfortunately, most of us report that we have too much on our
plate and good employees are looked over because, after all, we need to
concentrate on the poor performers.
The evaluation process was actually intended to be a DEVELOPMENTAL
tool, not a DISCIPLINARY tool. Many firms have lost perspective of the
intent of the evaluation process. If you are one of them, I am going to share
with you some pitfalls and ways to work around them to ensure that your
evaluation process is doing what it intends to do — develop your
employees.
THE EVALUATION FORMS—WHAT SHOULD BE IN THEM?
Review your evaluation forms and make sure they are specifically on target
to the criteria that is required for the employees’ success in the firm. In
other words, make sure the evaluation form does not contain questions that
are not related to the development of employees’ success. Every question
should be applicable to every person holding the same position. In
instances of attorney evaluations, as the attorneys are maturing in their
years of experience, so should the evaluation forms, since there are different
criteria for a fifth-year associate versus a first-year associate. For the larger
firms, there is a large amount of software solutions to the evaluation process
and most of them are customizable to meet your particular firm’s strategic
goals and performance desires. Review your evaluation forms each year to
ensure that the questions presented cannot generate answers that are
discriminatory. All evaluations should have the end result of giving you a
fair and accurate measure of comparing different individuals in the same
position at the same level.

Reprinted with permission from
the Jer-Z-Journal, the newsletter
published by the New Jersey
Chapter of the Association of
Legal Administrators,
Fall/Winter 2008

COMMON PROBLEMS WITH THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
PROCESS
1. Missing Written Evaluations. If you frequently lack feedback from the
evaluators, make the process a little easier. Most evaluation forms
should be designed as a question followed by a series of possible
responses. The evaluator is asked to check the appropriate response.
Evaluation forms additionally have been developed to provide for the
evaluator’s commentary. The reason for requesting commentary is to
put perspective on why the evaluator chose the response that he/she
chose. For example, if the evaluator selects “excellent, goes above and
beyond, etc.” and provides the commentary “gets me Starbuck’s coffee
every morning,” then you can put the rating into perspective. However,
Revising the Year-end Evaluations, continued on Page 7
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Revisiting the Year-End Evaluations, continued from Page 6
cleaning up evaluation forms (to make them
legally compliant) has become an inundating
task, causing the entire evaluation process to
be a groaning process for administrators and
human resources alike. The way around this
is to develop questions and provide a detailed
choice of answers. You can develop the
follow-up questions as well to get the proper
perspective of the evaluator. This can be very
time consuming to create, but a large timesaver in the long-run. Removing the option to
provide commentary does save a tremendous
amount of clean-up work — making the
evaluation process easier to implement. There
are plenty of software packages that can assist
in the generation of evaluation forms. For
those with a bigger budget, the evaluation
forms can actually be done on screen, making
the process for the evaluator easier and
quicker.
Also, invite self-evaluations. Self-evaluations
serve a few functions: (1) it provides a very
good perspective of what the employee
believes his/her strengths are, (2) it gives a
clear understanding of the communication
that is transpiring between superiors and
subordinates; and (3) if you provide an
evaluation form for self-evaluations, it gives
the employee the criteria on which he/she is
being evaluated. For example, an attorney
filling in a self-evaluation stating that he/she
has very strong writing skills, while you are
looking at evaluations submitted by partners
indicating that the writing skills are very
weak, gives you a good indication that there is
a communication problem.
2. Not Conducting Evaluation Conferences.
Many firms rely on the written evaluations
only. This is contradictory to the purpose and
intent of the evaluation process and, in fact,
frustrates employees. The evaluation
conference provides the avenue for employees
to develop. At a minimum, holding a
conference tells the employee that the firm

thinks they are important enough to invest in
time for them.
3. Talking Money During the Evaluation
Conferences. This is probably one of the
tougher clarifications that need to be made.
Discussions about compensation, including
proposed raises, should not be discussed
during an evaluation conference. The problem
is that there is too much focus on the salary
and not enough on the development. For the
most part, most firms follow this guideline
with attorney evaluations. It is frequently the
staff evaluation conferences that are
misguided. Do the evaluation conference in
advance of raise considerations. Not only will
the conference focus on development, the
employees will then feel like they have an
input into their performance as well.
4. New Employees. Everyone knows that new
employees need relatively quick feedback. If
our goal is to develop the employees, then
they should not be waiting a year, or even
longer, to get an evaluation. There should be
in place a new employee evaluation process.
A minimum period of three months and a
maximum of six months is recommended.
Both the employee and the firm need this
follow-up. Not only can you make sure the
employee is on the right performance path,
but giving the employee a chance to talk about
their recommendations at this stage can be
very useful to the firm and support retention
efforts.
5. Employees with Consistently Good
Evaluations. Many employers do not give
everyone an evaluation conference because
they feel there is nothing to say. The
evaluations and the conferences are just
repeats, year after year. This can actually be
very detrimental to your best performers.
Good employees need to hear that they are
good. They like to hear what it is they are
Feature Article, continued on Page 11
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Why Should I Go To the ALA Seminar?
If you’re thinking that a project management program doesn’t fit in your job description, think again.
Project Management is a method to select, manage and deliver projects in a successful, consistent manner.
So whether you’re looking to remodel or move your offices, develop a RFP for outsourcing and analyzing
the results, or developing a business continuity plan, the principles of project management will apply.
These will include advice on defining goals, developing time lines, delegating tasks and analyzing results.
Who among us wouldn’t like to do these tasks better and more efficiently.
Our presenter, Nicholas G. Hall is a Professor of Management Sciences in the Fisher College of Business at
The Ohio State University. His teaching interests include project management, supply chain operations,
decision modeling, and dynamic programming courses. He presented Teaching Modern Project
Management at the 2008 national conference for INFORMS (Institute for Operations Research and the
Management Sciences) and is nationally known for his expertise in this area.
So don’t miss this opportunity to attend an extremely reasonably priced seminar presented by a worldclass instructor. And look around your offices to see if anyone besides you would benefit – do you have
paralegals who apply project management skills to litigation support; a records center manager that is
taking the lead on a file retention policy; or an accounting manager who is working to migrate your
payroll system to another vendor.
Sign up now and enable your team to excel! See the back cover or the enclosed registration form for more
information.♦
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Chapter Meeting Minutes
Members Present: Richard Arndt, Catherine Bagot, Donna Bean, Paul Boyd, Laura Carpenter, Patty
Cheuvront, Bill Clark, Diane Cook, Marty Eisenbarth, Donna Gilles, Jack Green, Randy Headley, Beth
Hoeft, Gary Hugo, Marvin Jackson, Marilyn Jewell, Jennifer Johnson, Sonja Kondas, Sara Leech, Lori
Muetzel, Karianne Mumper, Steve Odum, Doyle Rausch, Beverly Ringhiser, Kathy Rosenberry, Rob
Sander, Esther Schwabauer, Becky Sherer, Cheryl Sparks, Cara Tammaro, Becky Von Ohlen and Cindy
Wesney. Guests: Janet Hannaway and Teresa Shuler (Aspen Staffing); MJ Clark (Speaker)
In Karen Scurlock’s absence, Laura Carpenter opened the meeting and welcomed all in attendance and
thanked Teresa Shuler and Janet Hannaway for Silver Level Vendor Partner Aspen Staffing’s sponsorship
of the luncheon.
Lori Muetzel motioned to approve the February meeting minutes; seconded by Steve Odum. Minutes
approved.
Cara Tammaro and Sonja Kondas, co-chairs of the Community Service Committee, announced that their
committee has charitable activities scheduled for the upcoming Chapter year and to look for a “year at a
glance” calendar in the newsletter for more details. They will continue to highlight volunteer
opportunities in the newsletters as well.
Kathy Rosenberry announced that the Legal Career Technology Class will forego the internships this
Spring because the program is now a two-year program and requires the senior class to take part in an
internship. The Committee will keep the Chapter updated as more information becomes available.
Laura read a “State of the Chapter” report prepared by Karen:
Membership
The Chapter increased membership by 8% this past year. As of 12/31/08, membership stands at
68. We’ve seen active involvement and participation of new members this year. We assisted ALA
National in their efforts to establish an Alumni branch of ALA, by providing contact information
of former members. ALA National will offer opportunities to the Alumni to stay involved with
the organization, if they choose.
Educational Meetings
Speakers provided us with information on Leadership, Benefits of ALA, Diversity, Medical &
Insurance Benefits, Office Moves, Construction, FMLA Regulations, Financial Reporting, and
Legislative matters at the monthly meetings.
Scholarships
The Chapter provided three scholarships to the Franklin University Leadership Symposium and
will provide three additional scholarships this year; covered expenses for four board members to
attend the Chapter Leadership Institute in Chicago; offered registration scholarships to the
Regional Conference and plans to cover the registration for a board member to the National
Conference.
Chapter Meeting Minutes, continued on Page 14
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Speaker Recap
“Thriving Under Pressure: How to Make Stress Work for You”
M.J. Clark, Business Consultant, Integrated Leadership Systems, LLC, Speaker
by Jennifer L. Johnson, Secretary
March 18, 2009

M.J. Clark has worked in the communications field for more than 15 years. She has a master’s degree in
organizational communication from The Ohio State University and a bachelor’s degree in public
relations from Ohio University. Ms. Clark is a leadership consultant for Integrated Leadership Systems, a
leadership and team building training company in Columbus. Through company training and one-onone executive coaching, she helps clients uncover and address core beliefs that may be preventing them
from achieving their dreams.
Ms. Clark began her presentation by asking: What are the most stressful situations you deal with on a
daily basis? and What are some things that might happen to us that cause us constant stress? She then
asked members to write down two main stressors in their work or personal life and why they are
stressful.
Ms. Clark provided the following statistics to demonstrate that our health depends upon stress
management: 75-95% of all primary care physician office visits are stress related; one in five children in
the U.S. has psychological problems related to stress; work, money and family are constant sources of
stress for most Americans; the U.S. is consuming $5 billion in tranquilizers, $5 billion in barbiturates, $3
billion in amphetamines, and 16 tons of aspirin each year, much of which is taken to alleviate stress
related pain; and 19 million Americans are afflicted with anxiety disorders.
Ms. Clark continued with a discussion on the differences between stress and anxiety – stress is brought
on by “external” sources and not as easily controlled as anxiety, which is brought on by “internal” forces.
According to research, 40% of what people worry about never happens, 15% are things that turn out
better than expected, 35% are things that you have no control over, 2% are petty, insignificant items and
2% of what people worry about are things they can do something about.
She continued by defining two different types of stress: acute stress is short-term and generally a
response to a specific stimulus. It leads to increased focus, performance, mood, brain activity and
creative thinking. Chronic stress persists over a long time and usually is a result of multiple stressors. It
can lead to decreased performance, multiple health problems, decreased mood and energy, cognitive
impairment and decreased creative thinking. She further categorized stress as “distress”, a stressful
situation that is upsetting to us and may lead to unpleasant circumstances, and “eustress,” a stressful
situation that is actually a good thing. It can be difficult to deal with, but important to deal with as well.
In describing the “ABCs of Anxiety,” Ms. Clark demonstrated that leaders focus on only what they can
control in a stressful situation, not the activating event in which they have no control.
Speaker Recap, continued on Page 15
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Revisiting the Year-End Evaluations, continued from Page 7
doing that you consider valuable. The key
here is to be specific — refer to specific events
throughout the year. For example, it was
really outstanding when you took on this
project and stuck with it even though it
probably was a lot more than you were
originally thinking, etc. Managers use
different methods to track this information.
The simplest approach is to keep a separate
alphabetical file on employees to throw in
notes throughout the year and just review the
file at the time the evaluations are written.
6. Employees Who Never Improve. This
happens a little too often. Year after year we
have the same “improvements needed” on an
evaluation form and the employee never cures
the problem. Use the evaluation conference as
an avenue for the employee to come up with
ways to fix the problems. Revisit the situation
with the full anticipation that the problem will
be solved. If you can’t come to a solution, tell
the employee to find the appropriate seminar
on it and have the firm pay for that seminar.
In other words, make sure the expectation is
that we want to actively resolve the problem.
For example, with attorneys common
problems include time management, public
speaking, client communication, etc.; for staff
it can be maintaining the filing, proofreading,
increasing productivity, etc.
7. Not Having the Evaluation Form Signed. An
evaluation form in an employee’s file is
practically worthless if it is not signed off by
the employee. This is even more prevalent if
you personally are not conducting the
evaluation conference, as may happen with all
attorneys. If I had a dollar for every employee
who said “no one ever told me that” I would
be … well, you know. Never, ever assume
that what is in an evaluation has been
communicated to the employee. Employees
cannot develop and fix things if they do not
know what to work on. The only way to
ensure proper communication during the
evaluation process is to have the employee

sign off on the evaluation form. Employees
actually appreciate knowing what the
expectations of performance are and how they
are performing. Employees also appreciate
knowing what is on the form that goes in their
files. The unknown causes much more harm
and misunderstandings.
HELPFUL HINTS ABOUT CONDUCTING THE
EVALUATION CONFERENCE
1. Whether the conference is for an attorney,
management or support staff, you need to
know to prepare, prepare, prepare. Do not
wing it … employees know this and feel that
you have not taken them seriously enough to
care to prepare.
2. Make it personal. Make sure you focus on that
employee. It is all about them!
3. Make sure you are focusing on the past year of
performance, not just the last couple of
months.
4. Focus on making good things better. Get the
employee’s opinion in the conference. Always
ask the employee how he/she would solve a
problem that is at issue. For example, “How do
you think we can remember to calendar that
information so we don’t miss a deadline?”
5. Conferences should last a minimum of a half
hour — so if you are wrapping it up in five or
ten minutes, you missed the point. If you do
this once a year, it is even worse. If your
conferences are typically short, use it as an
opportunity to do an employee survey. For
example, “What do you think is the best benefit
the firm offers?”
If you walk away with something, walk away
with the knowledge that the evaluation process on
all levels becomes very stagnant rather quickly.
Remember that, although evaluation forms
provide you with the status of the developing
employee, it is only half the journey. The
evaluation conference and the ability to provide
guidance to employees on how they are doing and
what they can do to be better is critical in your
firm’s development.♦
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Legal Career Update
INTERNSHIPS
We have been advised that the Junior Class internships will not take place this year and instead will be
moved to the Senior year of the program. Out committee has been asked to continue to work with the
High School and we look to place the senior students in 2010. Stay tuned for more information as it
becomes available.
JUNIOR CLASS FIELD TRIP
18 students from the Downtown High School’s Legal Business Technology Class (formerly located at the
old Northeast Career Center) visited the offices of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey on Wednesday,
February 25. The students and their instructor, Sandy Cox, spent two hours visiting the various
administrative departments such as Accounting/Finance, meeting with Jack Green, and office Services/
Facilities, meeting with Doyle Rausch. In each department they were given information regarding what
skills were needed to do the job, what technology was used in the department, as well as the educational
requirements for each manager position. The students were well behaved and seemed to sincerely
appreciate the field trip opportunity.
TYPING TEST UPDATE
Mo Keifer administered the third in the series of typing tests to the Junior students on Friday, March 6,
and we had one $50 winner, Amber Hart. We anticipate that we will have another winner the next time
and Ms. Cox awarded certificates to the top three “most improved” and another certificate to the “fastest
keyboarder,” who was actually our winner last time. The next typing test will be held on April 3.
CLASS SPEAKERS
Mo Keifer gave a Domestic Relations presentation to the class on Thursday, March 12.
The next Legal Career Development Committee meeting is scheduled for April 22 at noon at the
Columbus Bar Association, 175 S. Third Street, 11th floor. RSVP to Kathy Rosenberry at
krosenberry@ssd.com. Everyone is welcome to attend.
Submitted by,
Kathy Rosenberry, Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
and Paula Coulter, Columbus Bar Association
Legal Career Committee Co-Chairs

Illumination of the Month—Face Your Fears
Fear is a wonderful servant, but a terrible master. Like pain, it can alert and advise, but it may also
cloud or limit your life. Fear appears in many disguises, such as, “Why bother”, or “I can’t”. You face
fear every day – fear of failure, of rejection, even fear of being yourself. Your fears are not walls, but
hurdles. Courage is not he absence of fear, but the conquering of it.
~ Dan Millman
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Small Firm Corner
As we approach spring our priorities tend to change. We as legal administrators shake off the winter
doldrums and look at future projects with a renewed interest and vigor. I think that today’s current
economic downturn has forced us to all to stop and reevaluate our priorities. While any administrator’s
key focus is on the overall bottom line of the Firm where they are employed, a renewed interest in
employee development starts popping up with the spring flowers.
How do you develop a plan for employee development when the cash flow is restricted? Why not get
back to the basics. Employee coaching and mentoring are both areas that have little to no physical
output of cash. You can place a dollar amount on the time you personally invest with employees but the
overall good will you create is invaluable. Try to spend 15 minutes a day with your higher end
supervisors and managers. Rotate your time between all departments. Talk about current department
situations; brainstorm on solutions and improvements and by doing this you will create a cultural
environment that focuses on solutions. Your leaders need to know they are in their positions for a
reason. Use your years of experience, and education to “grow” your leaders into strong leaders.
Coaching and mentoring employees is crucial to your employee development. It does not matter if your
Firm is small or large; use this change in the weather to improve the overall strategic development of
your firm.
Please join the Small Firm Committee for our next meeting. We brown bag lunch and the meeting host
provides beverages and desserts. Our next Small Firm Forum will be held at Loveland & Brosius on
May 7th. We will be discussing various mentoring and coaching techniques.
Submitted by,
Janie Jude-Askew, Loveland & Brosius
and Becky Hartman, Shayne Nichols LLC
Small Firm Committee Co-Chairs

NEW MEMBER
The Columbus Chapter welcomes
the following new member:
Jennifer Young
Office Support Coordinator/Purchasing
Kegler Brown Hill & Ritter
65 E. State St., Suite 1800
Columbus, OH 43215
Telephone: 614.462.5499
E-mail: jyoung@keglerbrown.com
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Chapter Meeting Minutes, continued from Page 9
Vendor Sponsorship
Due to the large support of our vendors, the scholarships were made possible, the golf outing was
funded and four meetings in 2008 and two meetings in 2009 have been sponsored. Even in the
current economic situation, we have already received confirmation that vendors will continue to
support us this year.
CLM
The Chapter established a CLM Study Group for anyone interested in taking the exam. Financial
reimbursement for some expenses is available after successful completion.
Golf Outing
Huge success!! Lots of member/vendor networking, beautiful weather and fun!
Community Challenge
We “boarded” the Smile Train with a donation of over $600 for cleft palate surgeries from our
mulligan sales at the golf outing; donated coats for the Salvation; donated cell phones to Verizon
Wireless for their HopeLine program to assist victims of domestic violence; collected holiday gifts for
Choices; shopped and prepared dinner for the residents at the YWCA Family Center and donated
Target and Wal Mart gift cards to help the Center purchase items for the residents; and participated
in Lee National Denim Day. The momentum is rolling for many activities this year!
Legal Career Committee
Continues with a strong support of the Northeast Career Center. The Chapter’s committee assisted
with speakers for the students, hosting a roundtable breakfast to kick off their school year, typing
scholarships and internships (14 member firms worked with a student intern for the eight week
program).
Small Firm Forum
Met quarterly with speakers and topics of interest. The new format, headed by newer members,
Becky Hartman and Janie Jude-Askew, has had success with a more relaxed, informal approach and
exchange of ideas.
Past Presidents
Have worked hard all year to put plans together for half-day seminar. Their efforts will culminate in
the event next month, April 23, at the CBA. Professor Nicholas Hall, From the Fisher College of
Business will Present “Project Management.”
Finally, the Board is pleased to announce that the Chapter will receive the highest level award of
“Platinum” at the National Conference in New Orleans in May for our efforts in Chapter
Management.
Thank you for allowing me to serve as your President. It has been an honor for me as well as a truly
rewarding experience.
Diane Cook conducted the vote for the 2009/10 officers. The following slate passed: Laura Carpenter,
President; Paul Boyd, Vice-President; Jennifer Johnson, Treasurer; Cara Tammaro, Secretary.
Paul introduced our speaker, M.J. Clark, business consultant with Integrated Leadership Systems, LLC.
Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer L. Johnson, Secretary
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Announcements
Legal Career Development Committee Meeting:
The Legal Career Development Committee will
meet on Wednesday, April 22, 2009, at the
Columbus Bar Association. Everyone is welcome
to attend. Please RSVP to Kathy Rosenberry at
krosenberry@ssd.com.
Register for the Columbus Chapter’s first halfday seminar:
Topic: Project Management
Who: Nicholas G. Hall, Ph.D.,
Fisher College of Business
When: Thursday, April 23, 2009
1:00—4:00 p.m.
Cocktail reception to follow
Where: Columbus Bar Association
Cost: $25 for members,
$40 for non-members
See the Registration Form included with this
newsletter to sign up. Registration deadline is
Friday, April 17, 2009.

Small Firm Administrators’ Forum: The next
meeting of the Small Firm Administrators will
take place on Thursday, May 7, 2009, at the offices
of Loveland & Brosius, LeVeque Tower, 50 W.
Broad Street, Suite 3300. This is a brown bag
luncheon (drinks and dessert are provided). You
do not need to be from a small firm to attend —
everyone is welcome. RSVP to Janie Jude-Askew
at jjude-askew@lblaw.net if you plan to attend the
meeting.
Certified Legal Manager (CLMSM) Study Group:
Randy Headley, CLM, is heading a CLMSM study
group for anyone interested in sitting for their
CLMSM designation. The Chapter has purchased
CLMSM in a Flash, a series of flash cards
specifically designed to be used as a training aid
in preparation for taking the Certified Legal
Manager (CLM)SM exam. Contact Randy Headley,
CLM at randy.headley@baileycavalieri.com if you
would like more information about the study
group.

Speaker Recap, continued from Page 10

Ms. Clark concluded her presentation with tips on dealing with stress and anxiety. To make your anxiety
work for you, you need to acknowledge your feelings, accept them, assess them and act upon them. It
will keep you from reacting to your emotions. Since much of the stress we face is in our relationships and
many people avoid confrontations because it makes them uncomfortable, Ms. Clark described the “howto” of assertiveness: Describe the behavior and explain how it makes you feel and what changes you
would like the person to make; do not sound accusatory, label the person’s behavior as wrong, call the
person names or lose your cool; and do be gentle, try not to make the person defensive and listen, but stay
focused. Ms. Clark’s tips for lowering overall anxiety include taking time to develop friendships,
exercising at least three times per week for thirty minutes, take some time each day to be quiet and eat a
healthy diet including lots of fruits and vegetables and fiber and less caffeine, do something you love,
develop hobbies, try fun outside activities and take vacations.
She encouraged the group to go back and look at the two stressors she asked us to write about. Based on
what we learned today, write down a plan to attack that stress. Finally, she asked everyone to write down
an overall goal to reduce anxiety in our life.♦
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April/May Community Service Events
About Operation Feed
For 28 years, Operation Feed has raised food and funds that provide assistance to
individuals and families in need. Each year, Mid-Ohio Foodbank joins forces with
local businesses, schools, civic groups, and individuals to raise critically needed
resources through a community-wide drive. The Operation Feed campaign is
coordinated by Mid-Ohio Foodbank.
The Community Service Committee will have Anthony Thomas candy bars for sale at the April meeting.
All proceeds will go to Operation Feed/the Mid-Ohio Foodbank.

2009 Komen Columbus Race for the Cure
The Race for the Cure will take place downtown on Saturday, May 16th. To
register your team or for more information, please visit their website at
http://www.komencolumbus.org/race/.

ALA April Anniversaries:
Paula Coulter

3 years

Marv Jackson

6 years

Robin Ruf

16 years

Debbie Russell

5 years

Cheryl Sparks

15 years

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We value your comments/suggestions and even your submissions. After all, this is your
Newsletter! If you would like to write a Letter to the Editor, make a suggestion that would
enhance the newsletter, or would be willing to write an article for the newsletter (either about a
committee event or an educational topic that would be of interest to our members), please e-mail
Cindy Wesney, Newsletter Editor at:
cwesney@bakerlaw.com
Your input would be greatly appreciated!
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EDITORIAL POLICY

Vice President
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
614.334.6153
pboyd@cwslaw.com

The Columbus Chapter News is published
monthly for the education and benefit of
legal administrators. It is not published
for the purpose of rendering legal,
accounting, or other professional services
or advice. Nothing contained in this
newsletter should be construed as legal,
accounting, or other professional services
or advice. Reprint of articles contained in
this newsletter requires the written
permission of the Editor of the Columbus
Chapter News.

JENNIFER L. JOHNSON

ALA MISSION STATEMENT

LAURA CARPENTER
President
Roetzel & Andress
614.723.2014
lcarpenter@ralaw.com

PAUL D. BOYD

Treasurer
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe
614.334.6199
jjohnson@cwslaw.com

CARA TAMMARO
Secretary
Kegler, Brown, Hill & Ritter
614.462.5467
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com

KAREN A. SCURLOCK
Immediate Past President
Isaac, Brant, Ledman & Teetor
614.220.5103
KAS@isaacbrant.com

JACK D. GREEN
Vice President of Membership
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
614.365.2749
jgreen@ssd.com

CYNTHIA L. WESNEY
Vice President of Communications
Baker & Hostetler LLP
614.462.4742
cwesney@bakerlaw.com

ROBERT E. SANDER
Vice President of Vendor Relations
Wiles, Boyle, Burkholder
& Bringardner Co., L.P.A.
614.221.5216
rsander@wileslaw.com

The Association of Legal Administrators’
(ALA) mission is to promote and
enhance the competence and
professionalism of all members of the
management team; improve the quality
of management in law firms and other
legal services organizations; and
represent professional legal management
and managers to the legal community
and to the community at large.

COLUMBUS CHAPTER, ALA
MISSION STATEMENT
The Columbus Chapter, Association of
Legal Administrators, provides
educational and networking
opportunities to administrators with
varied legal backgrounds in the Central
Ohio area. We are committed to
increasing awareness and building
relationships, upholding the integrity of
our profession, giving back to our
community, contributing to the ongoing
training of our membership, and
supporting one another in our chosen
careers.
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Committee/Event Chairs
Community Service

Newsletter

Sonja Kondas, Co-Chair...................614.224.5205

Cynthia L. Wesney, Chair ...............614.462-4742

Peck, Shaffer & Williams
skondas@peckshaffer.com

Baker & Hostetler LLP
cwesney@bakerlaw.com

Cara Tammaro, Co-Chair ............... 614.462-5467
Kegler, Brown, Hill & Ritter
ctammaro@keglerbrown.com

Diversity Initiatives
Elizabeth K. Wetherby, Chair .........614.227.8840
Bricker & Eckler LLP
ewetherby@bricker.com

Golf Outing
Paul D. Boyd, Co-Chair ...................614.334.6153

Partners’ Event
Karen Scurlock, Chair ......................614.220.5103
Isaac, Brant, Ledman & Teetor LLP
kas@isaacbrant.com

Past Presidents’ Council
Karen Scurlock, Chair ......................614.220.5103
Isaac, Brant, Ledman & Teetor LLP
kas@isaacbrant.com

Chester Willcox & Saxbe LLP
pboyd@cwslaw.com

Public Relations

Jennifer L. Johnson, Co-Chair .........614.334.6199

Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff
kmumper@bfca.com

Chester Willcox & Saxbe LLP
jjohnson@cwslaw.com

Lori L. Muetzel, Co-Chair................614.628.0822
Carlile Patchen & Murphy LLP
llm@cpmlaw.com

Robert E. Sander, Co-Chair .............614.221.5216
Wiles, Boyle, Burkholder & Bringardner Co., L.P.A.
rsander@wileslaw.com

Legal Career Development
Paula Coulter, Co-Chair ..................614.340.2029
Columbus Bar Association
paula@cbalaw.org

Kathryn D. Rosenberry, Co-Chair..614.365.2810
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
krosenberry@ssd.com

Membership/Mentoring
Jack D. Green, Chair........................ 614.365-2749
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
jgreen@ssd.com

Karrianne Mumper, Chair...............624.223.9321

Region 3 Representative
Cheryl S. Sparks, Chair....................614.464-6303
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP
cssparks@vssp.com

Salary Survey
Jack D. Green, Chair.........................614.365-2749
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP
jgreen@ssd.com

Small Firm Administrators
Becky Hartman, Co-Chair ...............614.221.2220
Shayne Nichols LLC
becky@cmhlegal.com

Janie Jude-Askew, Co-Chair ...........614.464-3563
Loveland and Brosius, LLC
jjude-askew@lblaw.net

Web site/Online Membership Directory
Committee Chair Needed
Brigette S. Walters, Webmaster
bwalters@bricker.com
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March Photo Gallery

Sonja Kondas and Beth Hoeft

From Silver Vendor Sponsor
Aspen Staffing:
Janet Hannaway and Teresa Shuler

Cheryl Sparks, Marty Eisenbarth and Cathy Bagot

Laura Carpenter, Paul Boyd and
Speaker M.J. Clark

Beverly Ringhiser, Becky Sherer and Sara Leech

Esther Schwabauer and Patti Cheuvront
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“Project Management: What, Why and How?”
Presented by Professor Nicholas G. Hall, Fisher
College of Business, The Ohio State University

Thursday, April 23, 2009
Seminar: 1:00—4:00 p.m.
Cocktail reception: 4:00—5:30 p.m.
The Columbus Bar Association
175 S. Third Street, Columbus, OH 43215

In today’s business environment, product and service
life cycles are shorter than ever before, hence there
is more rapid “change” in industry, and managing this
change requires professional project management.

This seminar is sponsored by the Columbus
Chapter, Association of Legal Administrators
All ALA members, their colleagues, and the Columbus
Chapter’s vendor partners are invited to attend
See the enclosed registration form for more information

Columbus Chapter Member Change Form
If any of your information changes, please complete this form in its entirety and e-mail or fax to:
Cynthia L. Wesney, Newsletter Editor, Baker & Hostetler LLP,
E-mail: cwesney@bakerlaw.com, or Fax: 614.462.2616
and
Jennifer L. Johnson, Treasurer, Chester, Willcox & Saxbe LLP,
E-mail: jjohnson@cwslaw.com, or Fax: 614.221.4012
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________
Title:

______________________________________________________________________________

Firm: _______________________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number: ___________________________ Facsimile: _____________________________
E-mail: _____________________________________ Number of Attorneys: ____________________

CHAPTER MEETING RESERVATION FORM
Wednesday, April 15, 2009, 12:00 PM
The Columbus, a Renaissance Hotel
50 N.Third Street, Columbus, OH 43215

TOPIC:“Digital Dictation”
Beth Thompson, Big Hand, Speaker
Menu (please choose one):
Roasted Beef served on a baguette topped with Swiss,
roasted tomatoes and served with redskin potato salad
or Caesar and radicchio salad topped with
seared chicken breast
Please e-mail reservations, including menu selection for each attendee, to
Jennifer Johnson at jjohnson@cwslaw.com.
Reservations must be received by Friday, April 10, 2009. Checks
should be made payable to Columbus Chapter, ALA, and mailed to:
Jennifer Johnson
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe LLP
65 E. State Street, Suite 1000
Columbus, OH 43215

Parking: If your firm is located outside a one-mile radius from the meeting location and your firm will not reimburse
you, the Columbus Chapter will pay for your parking at the Renaissance. See Jennifer Johnson at the beginning of
the meeting to obtain a parking voucher.
No-Shows: If you RSVP and are then are unable to attend the chapter meeting, payment will still be required.

COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMITTEE
ALA—COLUMBUS CHAPTER
2009 YEAR AT A GLANCE
Those who can, do. Those who can do more, volunteer. ~ Author Unknown
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL
OPERATION FEED
Anthony-Thomas candy bars for
$1.00 – Proceeds go to
Operation Feed

MAY

JUNE

CHILDREN'S HUNGER
On Your Own– Don’t forget to
ALLIANCE
register for the Susan G. Komen
Brown Bag Luncheon
Annual RACE FOR THE
CURE (May 16th, downtown
Donate the usual $20 meeting
Columbus)
fee to the Children's Hunger
Alliance

JULY

AUGUST

CARE PACKAGE FOR
A SOLDIER
(sent by USO)

Bring in a monetary donation
that will be used to purchase
care package(s) from the USO to
send to soldiers

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

ANNUAL ALA GOLF
OUTING

CCW!!

RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE

ANNUAL ALA
HOLIDAY PARTY

Mulligan sales to be donated to
charity – possibly Smile Train

Lee Denim Day; Coats for
Columbus; YWCA Dinner; and
possibly more activities to
choose from

TBD – Possibly Compete with a
Michigan ALA Chapter (Bucks Donate gifts/gift cards to charity
- possibly Choices
against the Blue)

See Page 15 for more information about April and May events

